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‘It provides the
kind of richly
immersive
theatre
experience that
transports you
heart and soul to
some other zone
of aliveness.’
Theatreview

Owls Do Cry
Considered the first great New Zealand novel, Janet Frame’s Owls Do Cry
follows the story of the Withers siblings, Daphne, Chicks, Toby and Francie,
and their lives in small town New Zealand following a family tragedy.
Red Leap Theatre’s contemporary response to the novel uses live music and
song, dynamic movement, AV, and our trademark visual style to reveal Frame’s
insight into our society and her astounding approach to character, imagery
and poetry.

‘Red Leap Theatre’s production of Janet Frame’s debut novel, Owls
Do Cry, immerses the audience deep in the heart of the author’s
masterpiece, loses us in the words, the sounds, the terror, the loss,
the sweet moments of pure bliss. It literally left me gasping.’
The 13th Floor

2020 North Island Tour
Auckland
Whoa Studios, Henderson
School matinees 9-10 March, 12pm

Whangarei
Oneonesix
12-13 March
School matinees 12pm, public shows 7.30pm

Hawkes Bay
Toitoi Hawkes Bay Opera House
20-21 March, public shows 7.30pm
School matinee 20 March, 12pm

Hamilton
Playhouse
25-26 March
School matinees 12pm, public shows 7.30pm

Tauranga
2-3 June
School matinees 12pm

School group tickets = $18
Contact Ella to book
ella@redleaptheatre.co.nz
We can book devising and physical theatre workshops for students alongside
this tour, offering a pratical exploration of the techniques used to create
Owls Do Cry. Contact Ella for more information.

Watch this space South Island...
Dunedin, Christchuch & Nelson
October 2020 tour
Email ella@redleaptheatre.co.nz to register your interest. We are currently
confirming these dates.

Workshops
Highly energetic and creative workshops developing devising techniques.
Participants will strengthen their physical awareness and connection, explore
dynamics of play and impulse, learn how to build ensemble using a range of
elements such as text, imagery, sound and basic materials. These workshops
provoke and inspire performers to find their strength, have a compelling
presence on stage and take ideas and turn them into great theatre.
The workshop will aim to demystify the devising process for students, providing
the practical tools they need to successfully tackle their assessments.
We will explore how students can use space, bodies, sound, and object
manipulation to tell stories. We will also explore how Red Leap devise
original work using physical and stylised dramatic conventions, directed
provocations and short devising time frames.
Following each workshop we will deliver a ‘Tool Sheet’ listing the key
learnings from the workshop for the students to refer back to as they make
their own work.

Workshop Rates (excl. GST):
2 hour workshop:
Less than 18 students attending = $195.00/More than 18 students attending = $349.00
Day rate:
Less than 18 students attending = $395.00/More than 18 students attending= $695.00
We have a maximum of 30 students per workshop in order to meaningfully explore the
exercises and give each student time.
Travel costs additional (if outside of Auckland)

Contact ella@redleaptheatre.co.nz to book or for more information

Resources
Red Leap offer comprehensive Education Resources for each of our shows. These
feature professional video recordings, interviews and a detailed written
resource. Globally recognised as the highest quality, these resources
demystify the devising process with specific explorations of the company’s
approach to character, design, theatre conventions and elements - providing an
insight into how original work is created in Aotearoa.

OWLS DO CRY

A professionally filmed full recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors, Cast, and design team
A PDF Education Resource Booklet
Cost: $149.00 + GST

KORORĀREKA, THE BALLAD OF MAGGIE FLYNN

A professionally filmed full recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors and Cast, and video trailers
A PDF Education Resource Booklet
Cost: $149.00 + GST

DUST PILGRIM

A professionally filmed full recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors, Designers and Cast
A PDF Education Resource Booklet Four
Cost: $149.00 + GST

THE ARRIVAL

A professionally filmed full recording of the show
Filmed interviews
A printed Education Resource Booklet
Cost: $295.00 + GST (higher price point due to copyright restrictions)

PAPER SKY

A professionally filmed full recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors and Cast
Cost: $60.00 + GST

